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An ensemble of uncoupled limit-cycle oscillators receiving common Poisson impulses shows a range of
nontrivial behavior, from synchronization, desynchronization, to clustering. The group behavior that arises in
the ensemble can be predicted from the phase response of a single oscillator to a given impulsive perturbation.
We present a theory based on phase reduction of a jump stochastic process describing a Poisson-driven
limit-cycle oscillator, and verify the results through numerical simulations and electric circuit experiments. We
also give a geometrical interpretation of the synchronizing mechanism, a perturbative expansion to the station-
ary phase distribution, and the diffusion limit of our jump stochastic model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement in response reproducibility of a system
receiving identical fluctuating drive has received much atten-
tion recently �1–15�. With a constant input signal, many sys-
tems composed of identical elements in an ensemble show
unreliable response due to noise after starting from similar
initial conditions, while a fluctuating drive greatly improves
response reproducibility. This general phenomenon is ob-
served in various guises throughout nature. Uncoupled lasers
driven by a common master laser with a fluctuating output
produce highly correlated output intensities �1�. In the rat
neocortical neuron �2�, action potential �spike� generation
times over many trials coincide when a fluctuating current is
delivered to the soma. Synchronized firings it in vivo it in the
cat spinal motoneurons �3�, and in neurons of the olfactory
bulbs in mice �4� have also been reported. Population density
correlation among spatially separated species, known as the
Moran effect �5�, is a general phenomenon seen in many
different organisms in the troposphere. The phenomenon has
also been found in chaotic oscillators �6,7�, where synchro-
nization of the generalized phase has been observed, and is
known as noise-induced chaotic synchronization. Common
forcing may also lead to a decrease in response reproducibil-
ity �9,11–13,15–17�.

Let us first illustrate with examples the phase coherence
phenomenon induced by fluctuating drive. Figures 1 and 11
show the orbit of unperturbed limit-cycle oscillators obtained
numerically and experimentally, and Figs. 2 and 14 show the
effect of common impulses on an ensemble of such oscilla-
tors. Though the oscillators do not interact with each other,
they exhibit phase synchronization and desynchronization
�18� depending on the impulse intensity and oscillator char-
acteristics. Knowledge of the response of the oscillator to an
impulsive perturbation is sufficient to understand the ob-
served coherence phenomena, as we will clarify in this paper.

Several previous studies have demonstrated this phenom-
enon for various driving signals and oscillators �10–15� by

using the phase reduction method for limit cycles �19,20�. In
particular, the case where the fluctuating signal is a sequence
of random impulses has been investigated in Pikovsky,
Rosenblum, and Kurths ��9�, Sec. 15, and references therein�
and by ourselves �13�. Using random phase maps, it is ar-
gued that synchronization always occurs for general limit
cycles when sufficiently weak additive random impulses are
given, and desynchronization can also occur when the im-
pulse intensity is finite.

In this article, we generalize our previous argument
through a refined formulation in terms of Poisson-driven
Markov processes �21�, also known as jump processes �22�,
which enables us to systematically perform phase reduction
and linear stability analysis of our impulse-driven oscillators
for general multiplicative coupling. The oscillator response
to the impulses is expressed as a function called the phase
response curve �PRC� �19,20�, which is a very basic quantity
of limit-cycle oscillators measured in every experiment, and
the coherent behavior that arises from the common impulse
can be deduced once the PRC is obtained. We present a
criteria for predicting when each of the above coherence phe-
nomenon can be expected from the application of common
impulses, and test the predictions quantitatively using nu-
merical simulation and an electric circuit experiment. We
measure the PRC for a typical limit-cycle oscillator de-
scribed by a set of ordinary differential equations, and for an
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Asymptotic phase for FHN oscillator with
limit cycle in black. I0=0.8 and 0.34 in �a�, �b�, respectively. The
center of the spiral in �b� occurs at the intersection of the nullclines,
and is the remnant of a destabilized fixed point as the oscillator
passes through a subcritical Hopf bifurcation where I0 is the bifur-
cation parameter.
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electrical limit-cycle oscillator. We then compare the rate of
synchronization or desynchronization as predicted by the
Lyapunov exponent obtained from the PRC in both numeri-
cal simulation and experiment. We also give a simple geo-
metrical explanation of the synchronization as a consequence
of the stability of the limit cycle, a perturbative expansion to
the phase distribution of a single oscillator, and a derivation
of the diffusion limit of the jump process describing our
impulse-driven limit-cycle oscillators in the Appendixes.

II. THEORY

In this section, we present linear stability analysis of the
impulse-driven oscillator through phase reduction of the
jump stochastic differential equation describing the model.
Similar analyses have been performed based on random
phase map description for a simple sinusoidal phase map in
Ref. �9�, Sec. 15, and for more general phase maps derived
from the phase reduction of limit cycles in Ref. �13�, which
gave formulas relating the Lyapunov exponent to the func-
tional form of the phase maps and predicted synchronization
and desynchronization of uncoupled oscillators driven by
common random additive impulses. Our reformulation based
on the stochastic jump process given in this section provides
a simple and systematic treatment of the impulse-driven limit
cycle oscillator for general multiplicative coupling, which
quantitatively relates the Lyapunov exponents, the PRCs, and
the phase-space structure �isochrons �19�� in a mathemati-
cally transparent way, starting from a general dynamical
equation describing impulse-driven limit cycles. It also in-
corporates the effect of different stochastic interpretations for
the random impulses. Using our formulation, we derive the
classical results in a more general way and argue the possi-
bility of clustered states for multiplicative impulses.

A. Model

We consider an N-oscillator ensemble receiving a com-
mon sequence of random Poisson impulses. The equation for
the �th oscillator is

Ẋ����t� = F�X���� + �
n=1

N�t�

��X���,cn�h�t − tn� , �1�

where �=1, . . . ,N, X����t��RM is the oscillator state at time
t, F�X���� :RM →RM the dynamics of a single oscillator, N�t�
the number of received impulses up to time t, tn the arrival
time of the nth impulse, cn�RK the intensity and direction,
or mark �21,22�, of the nth impulse, ��X��� ,c� :RM �RK

→RM is the coupling function describing the effect of
an impulse to X����t�, and h�t− tn� is the unit impulse
��−�

� h�t− tn�dt=1� whose wave form is localized at the event
time tn. We denote the rate of the Poisson impulses as �,
namely, the mean interval between the impulses is 1 /�.

In the absence of impulses, we assume that each oscillator
obeys the same dynamics, with a single stable limit cycle
solution X0�t� of period T in phase space. In the following,
we omit the oscillator index � as the ensemble is composed
of identical uncoupled elements, and our discussion involves
only the linear stability of an individual oscillator.

B. Jump stochastic differential equation

We pose the problem as a Poisson-driven Markov process,
or stochastic jump process. We regard the impulse as an
event of zero-temporal width, so that the temporal correla-
tion of the impulses vanishes. The resulting discontinuous
oscillator dynamics can be described by a stochastic-integro
differential equation, or jump stochastic differential equation
(jump SDE), for a marked Poisson point process �21,22�.
Some properties of the jump SDE are given in Appendix A.

There are two ways we may interpret the impulse term in
the original ordinary differential equation �1�, which we call
Ito and Stratonovich pictures for convenience. The Ito pic-
ture assumes the impulsive term in the original Eq. �1� as
being pointlike impulses, which gives rise to discontinuous
system dynamics with jumps. The Stratonovich picture as-
sumes the impulsive term in the original Eq. �1� as a limit of
short but continuous wave forms of nonzero width, thus re-
quiring that we find the limit of the system response as the
impulses are shrunk to 0 width.

Both pictures lead to the same jump SDE for the phase
variable,

dX�t� = F�X�dt + �
c

g�X,c�M�dt,dc� , �2�

which is always interpreted in the Ito sense. Here, M�dt ,dc�
represents a Poisson random measure, which gives the num-
ber of incident points during �t , t+dt� having the mark
�c ,c+dc�, whose expectation is

�M�dt,dc�	 = �dtp�c�dc , �3�

where � is the rate of the Poisson process and p�c� is the
probability density function �PDF� of the marks c, and the
integral is over the mark space �Ref. �21,22�, Appendix A�.
The oscillator response g�X ,c� to a given impulse with mark
c is different between the two pictures when the effect of the
impulse ��X ,c� is multiplicative. When the full oscillator
dynamics is reduced to phase dynamics, the phase response
is slightly altered, as we see later.

1. Ito picture

We interpret the common impulse h�t− tn� in the original
Eq. �1� to be zero width from the outset. When an impulse c
is received at time t, the state of the oscillator jumps discon-
tinuously from X to X+��X ,c�. This interpretation gives a
jump SDE of the form

dX�t� = F�X�dt + �
c

��X,c�M�dt,dc� . �4�

Thus, g�X ,c�=��X ,c�.

2. Stratonovich picture

We interpret the impulse h�t− tn� in the original Eq. �1� as
having a continuous wave form of finite width and then
shrink the impulse width to 0. The resulting continuous pro-
cess can be approximated by a discontinuous jump SDE with
a jump amplitude as determined by the canonical form of the
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Wong-Zakai theorem for jump processes as shown by Mar-
cus �23,24�. Defining the differential operator

D̂ = �
l=1

M

�l�X,c�
�

�Xl
, �5�

the jump SDE is given by

dX�t� = F�X�dt + �
c

�eD̂X − X�M�dt,dc� . �6�

Thus, g�X ,c�=eD̂X−X in this case.
Note that for additive impulses, ��X ,c�
��c�, Eq. �4�

and Eq. �6� take the same form because eD̂X−X=��c�.
Therefore, the difference in stochastic interpretation is not
important in this case. For the linear multiplicative case,
�k�X ,c�=ckXk. It is easy to check that gk�X ,c�= �eck −1�Xk.
This expression for the instantaneous jump magnitude ap-
proximates the effect of an impulsive perturbation due to a
short but finite-width impulse whose intensity in each direc-
tion is ck. For more general multiplicative coupling, explicit
expressions for g�X ,c� are difficult to obtain.

C. Phase reduction

To facilitate theoretical analysis, we apply phase reduc-
tion �19,20� to Eq. �2�, assuming that the average time inter-
val between jump events is long compared to the relaxation
time of the perturbation to the limit cycle orbit. An unper-
turbed oscillator executes periodic motion along its limit
cycle, so its state can be described by one phase variable
��t�=�(X0�t�)� �0,1� which constantly increases with fre-
quency �=1 /T, instead of the original M variables.

Because the limit cycle is assumed to be globally stable,
the orbit of any initial point P off of the limit cycle will
asymptotically approach the limit cycle. Thus, we can extend
the definition of the phase � to the whole phase space except
at phase singular sets by identifying the set of points that
asymptotically converge to the same orbit on the limit cycle
with the same phase, called the isochron �19,20�. In practice,
if the orbit approaches a point on the limit cycle with phase
� to within some arbitrarily small distance after time �, we
define the asymptotic phase of the initial point P to be
��−� /T� mod 1, where T is the period of the oscillator.

Now we perform phase reduction, which is mathemati-
cally a change of variables describing the system from X to
�=��X�, and is also an approximation of the function of X
by the corresponding function of X0���. In this transforma-
tion, every value of X in the neighborhood of the limit-cycle
attractor maps to a value of � except at phase singular sets.
Using the stochastic chain rule for the jump process �Refs.
�21,22�, Appendix A�, we obtain

d��t� = �dt + �
c

���X + g�X,c�� − ��X��M�dt,dc� , �7�

which is not yet a closed equation for �. The map X→X
+g�X ,c� describes the effect of an impulse received when an
oscillator is at X. Since we assume that the average interval
between impulses is longer than the relaxation time of the

perturbation to the limit cycle, we can evaluate the function
of X using values of X0 on the limit cycle, for which the
mapping �→X0 is well defined. Replacing the X with
X0���, we obtain

d��t�  �dt + �
c

���X0��� + g„X0���,c…� − ��M�dt,dc�

= �dt + �
c

G��,c�M�dt,dc� , �8�

which is now a closed equation for �. Here we introduced a
function

G��,c� = ��X0��� + g„X0���,c…� − � , �9�

which is the phase response curve �PRC� representing the
change in asymptotic phase relative to an unperturbed oscil-
lator caused by an impulse with mark c received at phase �.
Since we consider a continuous dynamical system, G�� ,c� is
continuous and periodic in �. If the jump amplitude
g(X0��� ,c) is small, G�� ,c� can be approximated as

G��,c�  Z��� · g„X0���,c… , �10�

where

Z��� = gradX ���X��X=X0��� �11�

is the well-known phase sensitivity function that represents
linear sensitivity of the phase to infinitesimal perturbations
�19,20�. In general, this linear relationship holds only for
very weak impulses �see, e.g., �13��. The PRC easily be-
comes a largely fluctuating function, which can even become
jagged, e.g., near the bifurcation point.

Note that for our phase-reduction analysis of Poisson-
driven limit cycles, the impulse intensity c need not be in-
finitesimally weak provided that the inter impulse intervals
are sufficiently long, in contrast to the conventional phase-
reduction analysis of limit cycles driven by continuous sig-
nals �10,11,14�. It holds for largely fluctuating PRCs as well.
By virtue of this fact, we can analyze desynchronization ef-
fect of random signals within the framework of a one-
dimensional phase model, in contrast to Ref. �11�, as we
discuss below.

D. Linear stability of the synchronized state

Whether synchronization occurs among the oscillators de-
pends on the stability of the synchronized state. To investi-
gate the linear stability of the synchronized state with the
application of common impulses, we focus on the time evo-
lution of a small phase difference 	= �̃−� between phase �

and �̃ of two nearby orbits. From Eq. �8�, the linearized
evolution equation for 	 is given by

d	�t� = �
c

	
�

��
G��,c�M�dt,dc� . �12�

Now we change variables to the natural logarithm of the
absolute value of the phase difference, y=log10�	�. Using the
stochastic chain rule for the jump process, we obtain
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dy�t� = �
c

�log10�	 + 	G���,c�� − log10�	��M�dt,dc�

= �
c

ln�1 + G���,c��M�dt,dc� , �13�

where the prime� �� denotes partial derivative by �. The av-
erage growth rate of the small phase difference is character-
ized by the Lyapunov exponent 
. In this case, it is defined
as


 = lim
T→�

1

T
ln�	�T�

	�0�
� = lim

T→�

y�T� − y�0�
T

= lim
T→�

1

T
�

0

T

dy�t� .

�14�

When 
 is negative, the initial phase difference decays ex-
ponentially, so that the synchronized state is linearly stable.
As usual, we postulate that the growing and shrinking of the
phase difference is ergodic, namely, the long-time average
slope of y�t� coincides with the ensemble average of its local
slope,

lim
T→�

1

T
�

0

T

dy�t� =
�dy�t�	

dt
, �15�

where �¯	 denotes ensemble average over the marked Pois-
son process. Note that an individual increment dy�t� may
exhibit discontinuous jumps of O�1�, but the ensemble aver-
age �dy�t�	 is always of O�dt�. The expectation of the right-
hand side is calculated by replacing the dynamics of � with
the single-oscillator stationary PDF p��� of �, as

�dy�t�	 =��
c

ln�1 + G����t�,c��M�dt,dc��
=� d�p����

c
log10�1 + G���,c���M�dt,dc�	

= �dt�
0

1

d�p����
c

dcp�c�ln�1 + G���,c�� , �16�

where in the second line, the ensemble average is separated
into a conditional expectation with fixed � and average over
p��� because the integration variable and stochastic driving
term are statistically independent. Thus, the Lyapunov expo-
nent 
 is obtained as


 = ��
0

1

d�p����
c

dcp�c�ln�1 + G���,c�� , �17�

which generalizes the result obtained by random phase maps
in Refs. �9,13� for general multiplicative coupling. The sign
of the Lyapunov exponent depends on the shape of the PRC,
G�� ,c�. When G��� ,c��−2 or G��� ,c��0, the integrand,
which gives the instantaneous growth rate of 	�t� at �, is
positive. Such regions tend to expand the phase difference
between two orbits. When −2�G��� ,c��0, the integrand is
negative, and the phase difference between two orbits tends
to shrink. Linear stability of the synchronized state is deter-
mined by the overall balance between these two effects.

For weak impulses, we can further simplify Eq. �17� by
assuming that, on average, an oscillator is equally distributed
on the limit-cycle, so p���=1. This is a reasonable assump-
tion in most cases where the effect of impulses are small
�13�, as we discuss later in Appendix B. Under this approxi-
mation, the Lyapunov exponent 
 can be simplified as


 = ��
0

1

d��
c

dcp�c�ln�1 + G���,c�� . �18�

Now, if the impulses are weak and the variation of the PRC
G�� ,c� is sufficiently small in such a way that −1
�G��� ,c� is always satisfied for all � and c, i.e., when �
+G�� ,c� is a monotonically increasing function, 
 can be
bounded from above as �12,13�


  ��
0

1

d��
c

dcG���,c�p�c� = ��
c

p�c�dc�G��,c���=0
�=1 = 0,

�19�

where we utilized the periodicity of G�� ,c� in � and the
inequality ln�1+x�x. Thus, for weak impulses, small per-
turbations are always statistically stabilized when averaged
over the limit cycle, so that common impulses shrink the
phase difference, irrespective of the details of the oscillator.
A geometrical interpretation of this stabilization mechanism
is given in Appendix C.

By a Taylor expansion of Eq. �18�, the Lyapunov expo-
nent can be approximated for weak impulse as


  ��
0

1

d��
c

dcp�c��G���,c� −
G���,c�2

2
�

= −
�

2
�

0

1

d��
c

dcp�c�G���,c�2  0, �20�

where the first term drops out due to the periodicity of
G�� ,c�. At the lowest order approximation, G�� ,c�
�Z��� ·g�� ,c���k=1

M Zk����k�� ,c�, the approximate
Lyapunov exponent 
 is obtained as


 = −
�

2 �
k=1

M

�
l=1

M �
0

1

d��Zk����Zl������k�l	c��� + 2Zk����Zl���

���k�l�	c��� + Zk���Zl�����k��l�	c���� �21�

for both Ito and Stratonovich pictures of Eq. �1�, where we
introduced correlation functions ��k�l	c���
=�cdcp�c��k�� ,c��l�� ,c�, etc. As we derive in Appendix D,
we obtain the same Lyapunov exponent in the diffusion limit
of the jump process.

E. Clustered states

If the PRC possesses a symmetry

G��,c� = G�� +
1

m
,c� �22�

where m�N and 1 /m�1 �i.e., m=2,3 ,4 , . . .�, the stability
of the synchronized state �zero phase difference� also implies
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the existence of stable states separated in phase by 1 /m.
Defining 	 as a small deviation from such a state, we set

	 = �� − � −
1

m
. �23�

The linear stability analysis of a state separated in phase by
1 /m yields the same Eq. �12� when utilizing PRC symmetry,
so that the resulting Lyapunov exponent 
, Eq. �18�, also
takes the same value as that of the synchronized state.

If 
 is negative, the phase difference between two orbits
can stably take m different values. When many identical os-
cillators are driven by common impulses and also by small
independent disturbances in such a situation, the oscillators
will eventually split into m clusters. Any two oscillators in-
side the same group are synchronized, and those belonging
to different clusters will take one of m−1 phase differences,
n /m where n=1, . . . ,m−1. We call this an m-cluster state. As
we demonstrate later, symmetry in the original limit cycle
results in symmetry of the corresponding PRC, leading to
cluster states.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, we demonstrate synchronization, desyn-
chronization, and clustering induced by common impulses
by numerical simulations, and test our theoretical predictions
quantitatively, using the FitzHugh-Nagumo �FHN� neural os-
cillator as an example. The effect of common random signals
for uncoupled FHN oscillators have been discussed for
Gaussian signals in Ref. �11� and for a random telegraphic
signal in Ref. �12�. However, quantitative comparison of the
Lyapunov exponent predicted from the PRC with that di-
rectly measured from numerical simulations have not been
fully done, especially in the desynchronization regime. In
this section, we measure the PRC and the separation rate of
nearby trajectories directly by numerical simulations, and
quantitatively confirm the theoretical prediction based on the
one-dimensional phase model. Results for the Stuart-Landau
oscillator, which is qualitatively different from the FHN os-
cillator, is also given in Appendix E for comparison.

A. Model

For the simulation, we employ the FitzHugh-Nagumo
�FHN� neural oscillator �25� as an example, described by the
following set of equations:

u̇�t� = ��v + a − bu� ,

v̇�t� = v −
v3

3
− u + I0 + ��v,c��

n=1

N�t�

h�t − tn� + �D��t� .

�24�

Here, parameters � ,a ,b are fixed at �=0.08, a=0.7, b=0.8,
and we use the parameter I0 to control the oscillator charac-
teristics. The last two terms of the equation for v describe
impulses and noises. The h�t� is a common impulse with unit
intensity, generated by a Poisson point process of constant-
rate �. The function ��v ,c� describes v-dependent effect of

the impulse to the oscillator �for simplicity, we do not con-
sider the case where c takes multiple values in the follow-
ing�. The ��t� is a Gaussian white noise with intensity D
describing independent disturbances to the oscillators.

When both external disturbances are zero, a limit cycle
exists for I0� �0.331,1.419�, which is created by a subcriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation at either limits of I0. Figure 1 displays
portraits of asymptotic phase for two values of I0 in the ab-
sence of impulses and noises. At I0=0.8, the period of the
limit cycle is T�36.52, and the oscillator has a smooth
phase portrait as shown in Fig. 1�a�. Near the bifurcation
point, I0=0.34, the period of the limit cycle is T�46.79. The
remnants of the destabilized fixed point exist at this param-
eter, as seen in Fig. 1�b�. We define the origin of phase � as
the point where the variable v passes through the v=0.9 line
from below, where the FHN oscillator appears to emit a neu-
ronal action potential.

B. Phase response curves

In simulation, we may use two algorithms corresponding
to Ito and Stratonovich pictures of Eq. �1�. If we treat the
impulses as point events, allowing discontinuous jumps of
the orbit of the oscillator, the results correspond to the Ito
picture, Eq. �4�. If we directly integrate short but nonzero-
width continuous impulses, the results correspond to the
Stratonovich picture, Eq. �6�. When the effect of impulses
are multiplicative, the PRC is different between the two in-
terpretations. Figure 3 displays the PRCs obtained using Ito
and Stratonovich pictures for additive impulses ���v ,c�=c�
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FIG. 2. Raster plots of FHN oscillators showing synchronization
and desynchronization due to common impulses with rate �
=1 /4T for both. Time axis normalized by natural frequency of os-
cillators. Each tick indicates the time oscillator passed through �
=0 near the limit cycle. �a� Synchronization of FHN
�I0=0.8, c=0.3, D=5�10−6� and �b� desynchronization of FHN
�I0=0.34, c=0.2, D=5�10−8�. The wide blank without ticks in �b�
corresponds to the situation where the orbit is transiently trapped
around the unstable focus.
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and for linear multiplicative impulses ���v ,c�=cv�. For ad-
ditive impulses, both algorithms give the same PRCs. In con-
trast, for multiplicative impulses, it is seen that a difference
in the pictures has a small but visible effect on the PRC. Of
course, the PRC obtained using Wong-Zakai-Marcus ap-
proximation coincides with that obtained in the Stratonovich
picture. All the following simulations are done using the
Stratonovich picture of the original Eq. �1�, namely Eq. �6�,
using the Wong-Zakai-Marcus approximation of a continu-
ous physical jump.

At I0=0.8, the PRC for additive impulses is a smooth
periodic function as shown in Fig. 4�a� for all values of the
impulse intensity c, corresponding to the smooth phase por-
trait as shown in Fig. 1�a�. In contrast, at I0=0.34, the PRC
can become jagged as shown in Fig. 4�b� for the impulse
intensity c in a certain range. This reflects the existence of
the unstable focus, which looks like a spiral in Fig. 1�b�. If
the impulse intensity is in such a range that the orbit on the
limit cycle is kicked into this region, an initial phase differ-
ence can grow quickly because the asymptotic phase in that
region varies so rapidly.

C. Synchronization, desynchronization, and clustering

Raster plots of N=20 uncoupled FHN oscillators, Fig. 4,
which indicate times that an oscillator passed through �=0,
offer a qualitative picture of the phenomenon. Whether the

impulse is introduced additively or multiplicatively, we find
system and impulse parameters where phase synchronization
occurs and where it does not. FHN oscillator has a large
parameter range in I0 and c where common impulses cause
the oscillators to synchronize, as shown in Fig. 4�a�. How-
ever, near the bifurcation, common impulses sometimes ac-
celerate the desynchronization of the oscillators, as shown in
Fig. 4�b�. These distinct behavior can be understood by ex-
amining the PRC of the FHN oscillator at each parameter
value.

Figure 5 summarizes the relation between the shapes of
the PRC and the dynamics of the oscillator ensemble in the
phase space. For a smooth PRC with relatively small ampli-
tudes obtained at I0=0.8 for additive impulse ���v ,c�=c� as
shown in Fig. 5�a�, the oscillators groups together on the
limit cycle, namely, synchronize with each other, by the ap-
plication of common impulses, Fig. 5�b�. For jagged PRC
with strong amplitude fluctuations obtained by applying ad-
ditive impulses near the bifurcation point I0=0.34 as shown
in Fig. 5�c�, the oscillators undergo desynchronization by the
application of common impulses and scatter along the limit
cycle, as shown in Fig. 5�d�. At the midway point between
the subcritical bifurcation near I0=0.875, the limit cycle be-
comes symmetric about v=0. If the impulse is applied in a
linear multiplicative way ���v ,c�=cv� in this I0 region, the
PRC becomes doubly periodic, as shown in Fig. 5�e�, so that
two-cluster state appears as shown in Fig. 5�f�. Even when
the parameters of the oscillators are slightly inhomogeneous,
these dynamical behavior remain qualitatively unchanged
�26�.

In the present case for FHN oscillators, synchronization
gradually occurs whereas desynchronization occurs suddenly
due to the narrow jagged part of the PRC, typically obtained
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whose jump size is c=0.2. �a� Additive impulse ���v ,c�=c� and �b�
linear multiplicative impulse ���v ,c�=cv�. The curve “Ito” is cal-
culated by affecting a discontinuous jump, i.e., impulse duration is
0. The curve “Stratonovich” and “Strat.” is calculated by continu-
ously changing v using a narrow rectangular wave form of temporal
width 0.0002. The curve “Exp.” is calculated using the Wang-
Zakai-Marcus approximation for the continuous narrow impulse,
namely, discontinuously changing the orbit by an amount g�v ,c�
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near the bifurcation point of the dynamics. However, we em-
phasize that desynchronization is not limited to such patho-
logical situations. The PRC need not be rapidly fluctuating as
long as intervals where the sufficiently steep slopes outweigh
shallower slopes in Eq. �18�. As we see in the next section,
our electrical oscillator is of this type, where desynchroniza-
tion occurs even though the oscillator is far from a bifurca-
tion and the PRC is smoothly. As an example of this from a
well-known system, we include results from the Stuart-
Landau oscillator in Appendix E.

In Ref. �11�, the mechanism for desynchronization is ana-
lyzed for FHN oscillators near the bifurcation point driven
by finite strength white Gaussian forcing utilizing a two-
variable phase-amplitude model to take into account the non-
trivial transverse deviation from the limit cycle. In contrast,
for our Poisson forcing case �and also for our previous case
with random telegraphic forcing �12��, we can eliminate the
relaxation dynamics of the amplitude and isolate the effects
of the phase perturbation, because the time scale of oscillator
relaxation back to the limit cycle is assumed to be much
shorter than the average impulse interval. We can thus stay
within the framework of a single-variable phase model to

describe both the synchronization and desynchronization,
which elucidates the relation between the phase space struc-
ture �isochrons� and the desynchronization mechanism.

This desynchronization mechanism is qualitatively similar
to the mechanism of the singular behavior in circadian clocks
proposed by Winfree �27�, who argued that the attenuation of
the circadian rhythm by an external stimulus is due to the
desynchronization of multiple independent circadian oscilla-
tors being kicked into the unstable focus of the limit cycle. In
Ref. �16�, application of such a desynchronization mecha-
nism to neural populations are discussed. Based on the same
idea, the sudden desynchronization seen in coupled chemical
oscillators when a common perturbation is administered at
the correct timing is also reported �17�. Recently, Ukai et al.
�28� performed a very clear experiment of this phenomenon
using genetically engineered photosensitive cells exhibiting
circadian oscillations.

D. Lyapunov exponents

To quantitatively test our theory, we measured the
Lyapunov exponent 
 in two ways, from numerically ob-
tained PRC G�� ,c� using Eq. �18� and by observing the
growth rate of the phase difference of two oscillators with
period T using raster data, Fig. 4, for the case of common
additive impulses. When the time difference �t between the
respective �=0 events of two oscillators is below a threshold
value ��t�0.02T�, we converted the time difference into
���0�=�t /T, and followed the evolution by measuring sub-
sequent ���t�. This was done for many oscillator pairs, and
for a given t, we calculated the average of log����t� /���0��,
as shown in Fig. 6 for I0=0.34. The slope of this line gives

. Figures 7 and 8 show that Lyapunov exponents measured
from the simulation data show good agreement with those
measured from PRCs as shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respec-
tively.

E. On-off intermittency and switching

While the instantaneous growth rate of the difference be-
tween two orbits, log10 �1+G��� ,c��, may be a smoothly
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tive impulse at I0=0.875, a doubly periodic PRC G�� ,c�, �e�, leads
to the two-cluster state, �f�.
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varying function with respect to phase �, since the common
impulses are received at random phases, the separation be-
tween two oscillators can be considered a random multipli-
cative process driven by the fluctuations in the growth rate
around the average Lyapunov exponent 
. In the absence of
any disturbances, complete synchronization results if the av-
erage effect of a common impulse causes small phase pertur-
bations to shrink as indicated by the average Lyapunov ex-
ponent over the limit cycle, Eq. �18�. However, if small
disturbances exist in the system, fluctuations in the instanta-
neous growth rate can occasionally amplify a small deviation
in the system, causing intermittent transient desynchroniza-
tion.

Figures 9�a� and 9�c� show an example of the large excur-
sions away from the synchronized and clustered state respec-
tively, while Fig. 9�b� and 9�d� show the power-law PDF of
laminar duration with the well-known exponent, −1.5
�9,29–31�. When the system exhibits clustering, the same
mechanism leads to switching for sufficiently strong inde-
pendent noises, with a power-law PDF of the lifetimes of the
states as shown in Fig. 10.

This fluctuation is known as modulational or on-off inter-
mittency, which was first discovered in a pioneering work by
Fujisaka and Yamada �29� on a system of coupled chaotic
oscillators, and later clarified to be an ubiquitous feature of
many nonlinear dynamical systems with a symmetry. The
intermittency typically arises in synchronization problems of
dynamical elements, where a dynamical variable acts as a

time-dependent fluctuating driving parameter for a second
variable �9,30,31�, for example, in the synchronization of
chaotic lasers �32�, in spin-wave instabilities �33�, and in
nematic convection �34�. The same mechanism also applies
to the present synchronization phenomenon induced by com-
mon random signals, where the phase difference is multipli-
catively modulated by rapid random forcing due to the com-
mon random signals. The statistical properties of the
separation of trajectories in such a situation was previously
investigated in detail in Ref. �35� for two uncoupled maps
receiving a common noisy drive, a system very similar to the
one currently under consideration.
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IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present the results of our experiments
on an electrical limit-cycle oscillator. Synchronization of
electrical limit-cycle oscillators induced by a continuous ran-
dom signal has been realized, e.g., in �36�, but without quan-
titative comparison with the theory. The deduction of the
PRC of noisy neural oscillators �37� and the use of the PRC
in predicting oscillation stability, or firing reliability, for cells
receiving complex stochastic input �38� have also been dis-
cussed in the neuroscience literature recently, which mainly
focus on the synchronizing effects of common random sig-
nals. In this section, we experimentally measure the PRC in
our electric circuit experiments, and quantitatively compare
the Lyapunov exponent theoretically predicted from the PRC
with that measured directly from experimental time
sequences, in both synchronization and desynchronization
regimes.

A. Setup

To observe common impulse-induced synchronization and
desynchronization, we experimented on an electrical limit-
cycle oscillator. Figure 11 shows the circuit diagram and
limit cycle for our experimental system, a battery-powered
light-emitted diode �LED�-flashing oscillator, where the
natural period of the oscillator is T�0.79 s. Voltages were
measured at two locations in the circuit, Ch1 and Ch2. These
voltages were taken to be phase space variables with which
we measured the limit cycle. The limit cycle displayed slight
wandering in the phase space of Vch1�Vch2 as the natural
frequency of the oscillator drifted on the order of 1% over
the course of the experiment, so a new �=0 line in phase
space was uniquely chosen every five experimental trials af-
ter which the limit cycle was recalibrated. This drift in fre-
quency is equivalent to a small nonidenticality of oscillators
in an ensemble. The �=0 line was drawn perpendicular to
the region of the limit cycle where the oscillator displayed
the fastest dynamics, as such a choice ensured that the
�=0 crossing event could be measured with the least uncer-
tainty.

The impulses were created by computer, which delivered
a voltage signal Vg via the output of a data acquisition card to
the gate of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect tran-

sistor �MOSFET� M1 acting as a constant current source, i.e.,
a state-independent, additive impulse. In order to simulate an
ensemble of identical oscillators receiving common im-
pulses, the experiment was repeated many times employing
an identical train of impulses throughout the trials with either
random or identical initial conditions to investigate synchro-
nization or desynchronization, respectively.

B. Phase response curves

As in the simulation, we obtained the PRC experimentally
by applying impulsive stimulus to the circuit. We varied the
PRC characteristics by varying the location of the circuit to
which impulses were applied. Figure 12 shows the experi-
mental PRCs G1�� ,Vg� and G2�� ,Vg� obtained by stimulat-
ing Ch1 and Ch2 for several impulse intensities. Qualita-
tively different PRCs were obtained when we stimulated
different locations. In contrast, varying the stimulus intensity
to the same location resulted in similar but systematically
different PRCs.

An experimental measurement has many sources of noise,
which seriously degrades the first derivative calculated from
a discretely sampled PRC, which is necessary in calculating
the Lyapunov exponent. Assuming that the fluctuations seen
in the derivative of the PRC are due to experimental noise
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circuit produce by measuring voltages at Ch1 or Ch2 as given in �a�.
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and that the underlying response of the system is smoothly
changing with respect to phase, we must infer the underlying
smooth response from our noisy data.

To this end, we smoothed the PRC using a non-Gaussian
Kalman filter �39� based on a Markov state space model with
a transition probability distribution given by the Cauchy dis-
tribution. The Kalman filter iteratively finds the “true” val-
ues, ��̄1 , �̄2 , . . . , �̄N�, at each i of the data given the observed
data ��1 ,�2 , . . . ,�N� such that conditional probability

p���̄i����i�,�filter parameters�� �25�

is maximized. The method may be combined with Bayesian
methods such as the expectation-maximization algorithm to
choose the best filter parameters. We did not perform this
step, but chose parameters that preserved the global shape of
the PRC while yielding a smooth first derivative. This
smoothed PRC was then used in Eq. �18� to calculate the
Lyapunov exponent.

C. Synchronization and desynchronization

Figure 13 shows the voltage traces at Ch1 for several dif-
ferent trials showing electrical oscillators synchronizing and
desynchronizing due to common impulses. The PRC ob-
tained when impulses were applied to Ch1, Fig. 12�a�, had a
large jump, and the effect of the common impulse was pre-
dominantly a desynchronizing one. We were able to detect a
synchronization-desynchronization transition in Ch1 by vary-
ing the impulse intensity �data not shown�, but because the
synchronizing effects were relatively weak, we chose instead
to investigate the synchronization due to impulses applied to
Ch2, where the PRC is smooth as shown in Fig. 12�b� so that
we were able to observe common-impulse-induced synchro-
nization clearly, as shown in Fig. 14�a�. We verified the the-
oretical predictions by measuring the Lyapunov exponent us-
ing the two methods outlined in the previous section. The
results of the two methods of measurement of the Lyapunov
exponent are summarized in the caption of Fig. 15. Consid-
ering the frequency drift among trials, the agreement be-
tween the results of the two methods seems reasonable �40�.

Note that our electrical limit-cycle oscillator is not near
the bifurcation point and the PRC is not jagged in contrast to
the FHN oscillator, even though the oscillators are desyn-
chronized when impulses are applied. Therefore, the desyn-
chronization effect is rather gradual, as shown in the raster
plot, Fig. 14�b�, which is qualitatively similar to the situation
with strong impulses on the Stuart-Landau oscillators that we
discuss in Appendix E.
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V. SUMMARY

Through theoretical analysis, numerical simulations, and
circuit experiments, we have demonstrated that phase syn-
chronization, desynchronization, and clustering can be real-
ized in a system of identical, uncoupled oscillators acted on
by common Poisson impulses by changing the parameters of
each individual oscillator, and also by varying the strength of
the common impulse. We have clarified that once the phase
response curves of the oscillator is known, such phase coher-
ence phenomena can be quantitatively understood in a uni-
fied way. The desynchronization is an effect of the finite size
of impulses that we use, in sharp contrast to the exclusively
synchronizing effects that infinitesimal perturbations have.

It is quite remarkable that the synchronization and desyn-
chronization of an ensemble of oscillators may be controlled
in this way through a random signal. Depending on the os-
cillator characteristics, we could alter the coherence proper-
ties of the ensemble simply by changing the intensity of
external random impulses. This approach would have poten-
tial applications in which it is desirable to change the global
coherence properties of a network of oscillators. Applying
common impulse of suitable intensity, it would be possible to
effectively “switch off” or “switch on” the synchronization
without changing the oscillator characteristics or modifying
the coupling strength.

In this paper, we characterized the local stability of the
synchronized states by a Lyapunov analysis, but not the glo-
bal stability. In Ref. �14�, we have presented a global stabil-
ity analysis of the system for common Gaussian-white driv-
ing using an averaging technique for nonlinear oscillators.
Similar formulation is also possible for the present common
impulsive driving. The clustering phenomenon was realized
only numerically for the FHN system, because our present
experimental circuit does not appear to have a symmetric
limit cycle or PRC compatible with clustering. Other limit-
cycle electric oscillators with nearly symmetric limit cycles
do exist, and investigation of clustering with such systems is
now under progress. We expect that on-off intermittency and
switching can also be observed in such electric oscillators.
Detailed analysis on these topics will be reported in the
future.
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APPENDIX A: POISSON-DRIVEN MARKOV PROCESS
(JUMP PROCESS)

In this paper, we model the process of an oscillator receiv-
ing impulses as a Poisson-driven Markov process, or jump

process �21,22�. A general stochastic process X�t� driven by
Poisson random impulses,

Ẋ�t� = F�X� + �
n=1

N�t�

G�X,cn�h�t − tn� �A1�

with pointlike impulses h�t� should be interpreted in the Ito
picture as

X�t� = X�0� + �
0

t

F„X�s�…ds + �
n=1

N�t�

G„X�tn − 0�,cn… ,

�A2�

which is described as an integral equation of the form

X�t� = X�0� + �
0

t

F„X�s�…ds + �
0

t �
c

G„X�s�,c…M�dt,dc� ,

�A3�

or as a jump stochastic differential equation �SDE�,

dX�t� = F�X�dt + �
c

G�X,c�M�dt,dc� . �A4�

Here, M�dt ,dc� represents a Poisson random measure
�21,22�, which gives the number of incident points during
�t , t+dt� having mark �jump magnitude� in �c ,c+dc�, and
N�t�=�0

t �cM�dt ,dc� is the number of incident points during
�0, t�. As usual in Ito-type stochastic differential equations,
functions of X�t� and the Poisson random measure M�dt ,dc�
at the same instant of time are independent. The expectation
of M�dt ,dc� is

�M�dt,dc�	 = �dtp�c�dc , �A5�

where � is the rate of the Poisson process and the marks are
distributed as p�c�. Similarly, the covariance of M�dt1 ,dc1�
and M�dt2 ,dc2� is �21,22�

Cov�M�dt1,dc1�,M�dt2,dc2�� = ���t2 − t1�dt1dt2p�c1�

���c1 − c2�dc1dc2. �A6�

As in the case of Wiener-driven Ito stochastic differential
equations, we need to use a special rule in calculating the
differential of a transformed process. A transformed process
V�t�=V(X�t�) obeys a jump SDE of the form

dV�t� = �gradXV�X� · F�X��dt + �
c

�V�X + G�X,c��

− V�X��M�dt,dc� , �A7�

which is a stochastic chain rule for the jump process. The
chain rule changes an additive process into a multiplicative
process, just as in the case of white-Gaussian driven Markov
processes.

APPENDIX B: SINGLE OSCILLATOR PHASE
DISTRIBUTION

In the calculation of the Lyapunov exponent, we simpli-
fied the calculation by assuming that a single oscillator re-
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ceiving random Poisson impulses is evenly distributed in
phase when averaged over a long period of time. This is
strictly not the case, as can be seen from the map ����=�
+G�� ,c�. It is obvious that certain values of ���� are arrived
at more often than other values, because G�� ,c� is generally
a nonlinear function of �. For completeness, we calculate the
deviation from a flat phase PDF by the forward Kolmogorov
equation �22�. To this end, we define ��� ,c�=G�� ,c�, which
is the jump as a function of the destination coordinate �.
Then the probability density p�� , t� of � obeys

�

�t
p��,t� = −

�

��
��p��,t�� − �p��,t� + ��

c
p�c�p

��� − ���,c���1 −
�

��
���,c��dc . �B1�

We find the stationary PDF by setting �p�� , t� /�t=0. It is
clear that the combination �=� /� determines the effect of
the impulses, which is a small parameter from our initial
assumption �the rate of the Poisson process � is small�. We
thus expand p��� in powers of � away from the stationary
PDF as p���=1+�p1���+¯. Substituting this into the for-
ward Kolmogorov equation, the first nonvanishing terms are
of order O��1�,

0 =
�

��
p1��� + 1 − �

c
p�c��1 −

�

��
���,c��dc . �B2�

If the PRC does not change too rapidly, −1����� ,c� /��
�1, and the absolute value of the integrand may be re-
moved, yielding

�

��
p1��� = − �

c
p�c�

�

��
���,c�dc . �B3�

Then

p1��� = C − �
c

p�c����,c�dc . �B4�

Since the integral of p��� over one period of the O��0� term
is 1 due to normalization, higher order terms p1��� , p2��� , . . .
must vanish upon integration over a full period. Specifically,
the �0

1p1���d�=0 condition yields

C = �
c

p�c��̄�c�dc �B5�

where

�̄�c� = �
0

1

���,c�d� . �B6�

Therefore, we have for the first order approximation to the
stationary phase PDF,

p��� = 1 + ��
c

��̄�c� − ���,c��p�c�dc + O��2� . �B7�

As we see from Fig. 17, p��� is close to constant as long as
the parameter � is small. In Ref. �13�, we argued that for

Poisson impulses, the lowest order correction to the uniform
phase density does not contribute to the Lyapunov exponent
based on a perturbation expansion of a Frobenius-Perron-
type equation. Here we only point out that the correction to
the uniform density is of O�� /��, which is small if the Pois-
son rate � is sufficiently smaller than the oscillator natural
frequency �.

APPENDIX C: GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE
SYNCHRONIZING MECHANISM

Weak impulses always synchronize uncoupled oscillators.
Here we show through a simple Floquet analysis that this
synchronization is a consequence of the stability of the limit
cycle against weak perturbations. The generic oscillator un-
der consideration in this article is described by an ordinary
differential equation of the form

Ẋ�t� = F�X� , �C1�

with a stable limit-cycle solution X0�t� with period T. Lin-
earizing Eq. �C1� with respect to a small perturbation u�t�
from the limit cycle, we obtain

u̇�t� = �DF�X��X=X0�t�u , �C2�

where �DF�X��X=X0�t� is a periodic M �M Jacobian matrix.
Ordinary differential equations of this form with periodic
coefficients have solutions of the form u�t�=Q�t�eRtu�0�
where R is a constant M �M matrix, and Q�t�=Q�t+T� is a
T-periodic M �M matrix. Since Q is periodic, we have
u�T�=eRTu�0�. There is a corresponding value of the con-
stant matrix R for each point on the limit cycle. The eigen-
values and eigenvectors of eRT, ��i� and �ei�, respectively,
have the property that e1 is in the direction along the limit
cycle, �1=1 and ��i��1 for i� �2, ¯ ,M�. The eigenvectors
are known as the Floquet eigenvectors, and each point on the
limit cycle has its own set of Floquet eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors.

Figure 16 shows two infinitesimally separated orbits, 1
and 2, on the limit cycle at a, X0���, and b, X0���+z�0�,
with a phase � isochron passing through a. Now let the two

I

b
a

aI

Limit
Cyclea

~
b
~

~

*

FIG. 16. �Color online� Schematic of evolution two nearby or-
bits. a=X0��� and b=X0���+z�0� represent the spatial points at
which two orbits receive a common additive impulse c on the limit

cycle. The oscillators jump to ã=X0���+c and b̃=X0���+z�0�+c.
After the oscillator completes one period of unperturbed motion,
through analysis of the Floquet eigenvectors and eigenvalues, we
see that the difference vector has shrunk, i.e., �z�T��� �z�0��.
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oscillators receive a common additive impulse c at t=0. The

two oscillators jump discontinuously to ã at X0���+c and b̃
at X0���+z�0�+c, with a phase �̃ isochron passes through ã.
The set of Floquet eigenvalues and eigenvectors at � and �̃

are ���i� , �ei�� and ���̃i� , �ẽi��, respectively. Since the impulse

is additive, ab� = ãb̃� =z�0�. Expanding the difference vector
z�0� by the Floquet vectors, we obtain z�0�=a1e1=�iãiẽi. It
is then obvious that �a1�� �ã1�.

If the oscillator continues unperturbed for one period, the
oscillator that received the impulse at a at t=0 will now be at

a*, and z�T�eRTz�0�=�i�̃iãiẽi. Since ��̃i��1 for i
� �2, . . . ,M� from the stability of limit cycles, all compo-
nents of z�T� with i�2 will shrink, leaving only the first
component along the limit cycle. We thus see that �z�T��
� �z�0�� by virtue of �ã1�� �a1�, namely that the application of
a common impulse always shrinks the small separation be-
tween two orbits.

APPENDIX D: DIFFUSION LIMIT

We here derive the diffusion �Gaussian-white� limit of the
impulse-driven oscillators for weak and frequent impulses.
In taking the diffusion limit, we see that common impulse
always results in the synchronization of oscillators since the
Lyapunov exponent is bounded above by 0, and we see that
desynchronization can only be understood by analyzing
finite-magnitude perturbations to the limit cycle orbit.

1. Diffusion limit

We have until now considered finite Poisson impulses
whose interimpulse times are much longer than the natural
period of the oscillators. The condition for the phase reduc-
tion is also satisfied by setting the combination of impulse
intensity and the Poisson rate appropriately small, so that we
may also consider a situation where the effect of Poisson
impulses become infinitesimal but with interimpulse times

that are much faster than the natural time scales of the oscil-
lators. Specifically, we consider the limit �→� and the ef-
fect of impulses �k→0 such that ���k�l	c is kept constant
and higher order terms such as ���k�l�m	 vanish �k , l ,m
=1, . . . ,M�. To take this limit, it is necessary that the net
effect of the impulses vanishes, namely,

��k��,c�	c = �
c

p�c��k„X0���,c…dc = 0, k = 1, . . . ,M ,

�D1�

where we introduced the notation �A�� ,c�	c
=�cA�� ,c�p�c�dc with fixed �. Under these conditions, we
can consider the diffusion limit of a stochastic jump process.

The Kramers-Moyal expansion of the Chapman-
Kolmogorov equation is �41�

�p��,t�
�t

= �
n=1

�
1

n!
�−

�

��
�n

�K�n����p��,t�� , �D2�

where the Kramers-Moyal coefficient K�n� is given by

K�n���� = lim
�t→0

���n	
�t

. �D3�

Here, �� is the jump within duration �t of the stochastic
process starting from �, and the conditional average is taken
over possible realizations of the stochastic process starting

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
φ

0

0.5

1

p(
φ)

Theory
Simulation

0 0.5 1
φ

0.95

1.00

1.05

p(
φ)

FIG. 17. �Color online� The stationary phase distribution of a
FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillator receiving random Poisson impulses,
I0=0.8, c=0.5, and �=1 /4T, calculated using a perturbation expan-
sion of the forward Kolmogorov equation and by direct numerical
simulation.

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
φ
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0

G
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0
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Λ
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)

Raster
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FIG. 18. �Color online� �a� PRCs for SL model �c0=−c2=12� for
various additive impulse intensities. �b� Comparison of the
Lyapunov exponents 
 between the direct measurement from the
raster plot and the theoretical prediction from the PRC for SL os-
cillators driven by additive impulses of intensity c, and Poisson
impulse rate �=1 /380T. We chose a large inter-impulse interval
�380T� because the SL oscillators have a very slow relaxation back
to the limit-cycle orbit following a perturbation.
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from �. If the coefficients higher than the second order van-
ish, we obtain a Fokker-Planck equation

�p��,t�
�t

= −
�

��
�v���p��,t�� +

1

2

�2

��2 �D���p��,t��

�D4�

for the Wiener-driven Markov process, whose drift v��� and
diffusion coefficient D��� are given by

v��� = K�1����, D��� = K�2���� . �D5�

We now find ���	 and ���2	 for a jump process, where the
expectation is to be taken with fixed �. Starting with Eq. �8�,

���	 = ��t + �
0

�t �
c

G��,c��M�dt,dc�	 + O��t2� = ��t

+ ��t�G��,c�	c + O��t2� . �D6�

Similarly,

���2	 = ���� − ���	�2	 + O��t2�

= �
0

�t �
0

�t �
c
�

c�
G��,c�G���,c��

�Cov�M�dt,c�,M�dt�,c��� + O��t2�

= ��t�G��,c�2	c + O��t2� . �D7�

It can be checked that ���3	 and higher-order moments van-
ish by taking the diffusion limit, so that they can be dropped.
The Kramers-Moyal coefficients are given by

K�1���� = � + �G��,c�	c, K�2���� = �G��,c�2	c, K�n����

= 0 �n � 3� . �D8�

Hereafter, for simplicity, we may not explicitly indicate the
dependence of the function g(X0��� ,c), �(X0���), or Z���
on � and c. To evaluate the v��� and D���, we must evalu-
ate �G�� ,c�	c and �G�� ,c�2	c. Since we assume the effect of
impulses g to be small, we first rewrite G�� ,c� by Taylor
expanding,

G��,c� = ��X0��� + g�X0���,c�� − � = �
k=1

M � ��

�Xk
�

X=X0���
gk

+
1

2�
k=1

M

�
l=1

M � �2�

�Xk�Xl
�

X=X0���
gkgl + ¯ . �D9�

From the definition of the phase sensitivity function, Eq.
�13�, we obtain

� ��

�Xk
�

X=X0���
= Zk��� �D10�

and

� �2�

�Xk�Xl
�

X=X0���
= � �Zl

�Xk
�

X=X0���
=

dZl

d�
� ��

�Xk
�

X=X0���

= Zk���Zl���� . �D11�

Keeping only terms up to second order in g, we obtain

�G��,c�	c = �
k

Zk�gk	c +
1

2�
k,l

ZkZl��gkgl	c,

�G��,c�2	c = �
k,l

ZkZl�gkgl	c. �D12�

Depending on the picture of the original Eq. �1�, the approxi-
mate jump magnitude g(X0��� ,c) for a given mark c is

g�X0���,c� =��„X0���,c… �Ito� ,

��eD̂ − 1�X�X=X0��� �Stratonovich� .�
�D13�

For v��� and D��� in the Ito picture of Eq. �1�, we obtain

v���  � +
�

2 �
k,l

ZkZl���k�l	c,

D���  �
k,l

ZkZl��k�l	c, �D14�

where we utilized the assumption ��k�� ,c�	c
=�cp�c��k(X0��� ,c)dc=0. For v��� and D��� correspond-
ing to the Stratonovich picture of Eq. �1�, we obtain up to
O��k�l�,

gk„X0���,c…  �D̂Xk�X=X0��� +
1

2
D̂2�Xk�X=X0���  �k

+
1

2�
l

�l
��k

�Xl
, �D15�

gk„X0���,c…gl„X0���,c…  �k�l, �D16�

so in the Stratonovich picture of Eq. �1�, we obtain

v���  � +
�

2 �
k,l

�ZkZl���k�l	c + ZkZl��k��l	c� ,

D���  �
k,l

ZkZl��k�l	c, �D17�

where we used

�l
��k

�Xl
= �l

��k

��

��

�Xl
= �lZl

��k

��
. �D18�

Now that we have v��� and D��� for both cases, we write a
Fokker-Planck equation, and find the corresponding Ito SDE.
The Ito SDE corresponding to the Ito picture, Eq. �4�, reads

d��t� = �� +
�

2 �
k,l

ZkZl���k�l	c�dt + ���
k,m

ZkGkmdWm�t� ,

�D19�

where we introduced M independent Wiener processes
�dWm�t�� �m=1, ¯ ,M� �42� and an M �M coupling matrix
Gkm��� that satisfies

�
m

Gkm��1�Glm��2� = ��k��1��l��2�	c. �D20�
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Similarly, the Ito SDE corresponding to the Stratonovich
picture, Eq. �6�, leads to

d��t� = �� +
�

2 �
k,l

�ZkZl���k�l	c + ZkZl��k��l	c��dt

+ ���
k,m

ZkGkmdWm�t� . �D21�

Using the transformation rule between Ito SDE and Stra-
tonovich SDE �43,44�, this equation can concisely be ex-
pressed as a Stratonovich SDE

�S� d��t� = �dt + ���
k,m

Zk���Gkm���dWm�t� , �D22�

which was the starting point of the previous works �10,14�.

2. Linear stability of the synchronized state

In both pictures of Eq. �1�, the diffusion-limit Ito SDE
takes the form

d��t� = �� + a����dt + �
m

bm���dWm�t� , �D23�

where a��� is periodic in �, and bm���=���kZk���Gkm���.
We are interested in the linearized dynamics of the small
perturbation 	�t� to ��t�,

d	�t� = �a����dt + �
m

bm� ���dWm�t��	 . �D24�

Using the Ito formula �43,44� for changing variables to y
=log10�	�,

dy�t� = �a���� −
1

2�
m

bm� ���2�dt + �
m

bm� ���dWm�t� .

�D25�

The expectation is calculated by replacing the dynamics with
the single-oscillator phase PDF, p���=1, so the Lyapunov
exponent is given as


 = −
1

2
�

0

1

�
m

bm� ���2d�  0, �D26�

where the integral of a���� vanishes due to the periodicity of
a���, and the noise term vanishes because bm� ��� and dWm�t�
are independent in the Ito SDE and the expectation of
dWm�t� is 0. Therefore, the Lyapunov exponent is the same
no matter the picture of the SDE, Eq. �7�. Inserting bm���
=���kZk���Gkm���, the summation in Eq. �D26� can be cal-
culated as

�
m

bm�
2 = ��

k,l
Zk���

m

GkmGlm�Zl� + ��
k,l

Zk���
m

GkmGlm� �Zl

+ ��
k,l

Zk��
m

Gkm� Glm�Zl� + ��
k,l

Zk��
m

Gkm� Glm� �Zl

= ��
k,l

�Zk���k�l	cZl� + Zk���k�l�	cZl + Zk��k��l	cZl�

+ Zk��k��l�	cZl� , �D27�

where we used

��k��l	c��� = � �

��1
��k��1��l��2�	c�

��1,�2�=��,��
,

�D28�

etc., so we finally obtain


 = −
�

2 �
k,l
�

0

1

�Zk�Zl���k�l	c + 2Zk�Zl��k�l�	c + ZkZl��k��l�	c� .

�D29�

This expression coincides with the approximate Lyapunov
exponent that we obtained by a Taylor expansion in Eq. �20�,
and gives a multiplicative generalization to the previous re-
sults obtained by Teramae and Tanaka in Ref. �10� �our result
in Ref. �14� includes this result�.

APPENDIX E: STUART-LANDAU OSCILLATOR

In Sec. III, we discussed the case in which the response of
the oscillator to sufficiently strong perturbations result in
PRCs that appear jagged, Fig. 3�b�. For such PRCs, the de-
synchronization is intuitive: if a nearly synchronized group
of oscillators near such a jagged response receive an com-
mon impulse, they end up with widely distributed phases
�12,13�. In Ref. �11�, the same situation is described differ-
ently, where the importance of the “heavy tails” of the dis-
tribution of relaxation rates of transverse perturbations for
oscillators near the bifurcation point is emphasized.

However, the PRC need not have such a pathologic shape
for desynchronization. It may even be sinusoidal as shown in
Ref. �9�, Sec. 15. Such a case occurs with the Stuart-Landau
�SL� oscillator, which describes the small-amplitude oscilla-
tions near the supercritical Hopf bifurcation point of a gen-
eral system of ordinary differential equations �20�.

Consider the following SL oscillator driven by random
Poisson impulses:

u̇ = �u − c0v� − �u − c2v��u2 + v2� + ��v,c��
n=1

N�t�

h�t − tn� ,

v̇ = �v + c0u� − �v + c2u��u2 + v2� , �E1�

where h�t� and ��v ,c� as described above for the FHN os-
cillator. For comparison with the FHN oscillator, we fol-
lowed the same procedure for the SL oscillators and found
the existence of synchronizing and desynchronizing impulse
strengths �raster data not shown but are qualitatively similar
to Fig. 4�. PRCs are shown in Fig. 18�a� and Lyapunov ex-
ponents obtained using Eq. �18� and by direct measurement
are shown in Fig. 18�b�. The PRCs are almost sinusoidal but
slightly deformed because the impulse intensity c is finite. As
expected, the Lyapunov exponent 
�c� shown in Fig. 18�b�
is qualitatively very similar to that obtained in Ref. �9� cal-
culated for a circle map with a sinusoidal PRC receiving
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common Poisson impulses, which predicts synchronization
for weak impulses and desynchronization for stronger im-
pulses.

Note that in our present treatment of Poisson-driven limit
cycles, we do not need to discuss the FHN-type oscillator

and the SL-type oscillator separately. We can simply adopt
the same one-dimensional phase model with the standard
definition of the PRC, which quantitatively predicts the
Lyapunov exponent in both synchronization and desynchro-
nization regimes.
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テキストボックス
(Erratum) All common logarithms (log_10) appearing in this paperare misprints; they should actually be natural logarithms (ln).




